
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the calculation of vibroacoustic sys-
tems at high frequency. Classical approaches for the numeri-
cal solution of governing equations like the finite element
method become rapidly inefficient as frequency increases
due to the great number of degrees of freedom. In addition,
the response of systems becomes very sensitive to frequency,
geometrical and material parameters, and classical appro-
aches give unnecessarily accurate results while the prediction
of the averaged behaviour should be robust and representative
enough. In this context, the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA)
approach is intended for vibroacoustic calculations in the
high frequency region.1,2 Assuming that energy fields are dif-
fuse in each subsystem, SEA gives a frequency-averaged re-
sponse of the subsystems by solving global energy balances.

As an alternative to SEA, the energy flow approach ad-
dressed in this paper is able to predict the spatial repartition
of energy inside each subsystem and the diffuse field as-
sumption is not necessary anymore. Using local energy quan-
tities and local energy balances, this approach has been de-
veloped successfully for assembled plates3,4 and for acoustic
cavities5-7. More recently the approach has been applied to
the coupling between plates and acoustic cavities where en-
ergy fields are reverberant enough.8,9 The aim of the present
study is to develop the coupling between structures and exte-
rior acoustic media where energy fields are not diffuse at all.

Firstly, energy propagation inside subsystems is discussed
in Section 2. The second step of the energy flow method is
the derivation of the radiation conditions for the vibroacous-
tic coupling. This is detailed in Section 3 for the simple case
of a beam radiating into a two-dimensional semi-infinite
acoustic medium. In Section 4, comparisons of the numerical
solution of energy flow equations and equations of motion
are performed.

2. ENERGY PROPAGATION BY THE ENERGY FLOW
METHOD

The energy propagation inside subsystems is first ad-
dressed without considering any coupling. It is dealt with ac-

cording to the following hypothesis. First, systems are linear,
isotropic and in steady state conditions at frequency . Then,
vibration fields are thought of as the superposition of elemen-
tary travelling waves. These waves are assumed to be plane,
cylindrical or spherical waves, depending on the dimension
of the subsystem. Finally, interference between these waves
is not taken into account. This means that waves are uncorre-
lated, making their energy contributions additive. This study
has been already done in Refs.5,6 and is just summarised here.
Let us remark that the superposition of travelling waves
means that energy fields are incorrectly described near dis-
continuities where near-field terms may arise.

The first step of the method consists in determining the
way in which the energy propagates in these travelling
waves. We assume that the local energy balance applied to an
elementary volume of the system is given by

                             (1)divH + Pdiss = S ,

where H denotes the intensity vector corresponding to a sin-
gle travelling wave,  the power being dissipated in thePdiss
volume and  is the Dirac symbol for unit injected power atS
the source point S. The well-known SEA damping equation,

, where G denotes the energy density and  thePdiss = G
damping loss factor, is used to express the power being dissi-
pated. The relation for travelling waves, , where c isH = cGu
the energy velocity of waves and u the unit vector in the di-
rection of propagation is used to express the divergence of H
in the radial co-ordinate r centred in S. By virtue of the radial
symmetry, only the radial component of H is to be consid-
ered and one obtains for a system of dimension n,

                      (2)divH = 1
rn−1

d
dr (rn−1cG) .

This leads to the solutions for G and H,

   and     (3)G(S, M) = 1
0c

e− r/c

rn−1 H(S, M) = 1
0

e− r/c

rn−1 u ,

where  denotes the solid angle of the space and  is0 r = SM
the distance between the source point S and the observation
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point M. In the example studied in this paper, the beam is de-
scribed with plane waves ( ) and the two-dimensi-n = 1, 0 = 2
onal acoustic medium with cylindrical waves ( , ).n = 2 0 = 2

Starting with these elementary energy solutions, the total
energy density at any point M of the system, , and theW(M)
corresponding intensity vector  are built by summing theI (M)
uncorrelated energy contributions of direct sources  lo-(S)
cated inside the system , and some diffracted sourcesS c

 located at the boundary of the system ,(P) P c Ø

    (4)W(M) = ¶ (S)G(S, M)dS + ¶
Ø

(P, uPM)G(P, M)dP ;

    (5)I (M) = ¶ (S)H(S, M)dS + ¶
Ø

(P, uPM)H(P, M)dP ,

where  (respectively ) is the unit vector in the direc-uSM uPM
tion from the emanating point S (respectively P) to the obser-
vation point M.

Source magnitudes  are assumed to be known while
source magnitudes  are to be determined by expressing suit-
able coupling conditions at the boundaries. These coupling
conditions are derived in terms of power balances involving
local energy quantities from both parts of the coupling. By
virtue of the locality principle valid at high frequency,10 the
appropriate power balances are derived by considering the
vicinity of couplings only, which often considerably simpli-
fies the resolutions. Resulting canonical solutions are then
used to solve the complete system. The canonical problem
describing the radiation process above the critical frequency
is derived in the next section, and applied to the case of a
beam radiating sound into a two-dimensional semi-infinite
medium.

3. COUPLING BETWEEN A BEAM AND AN ACOUSTIC
MEDIUM

Consider a fluid-loaded beam, excited by a point force at
the frequency . Since energy fields can be thought of as the
superposition of travelling waves, we first deal with the case
of a simple travelling flexural wave on the beam.

3.1. Travelling Wave in the Fluid-loaded Beam
The Euler-Bernoulli equation which applies for the trans-

verse beam displacement  under harmonic excitation isu(x)
, where  is the in(∫4 − ks

4)u(x) = p(x, 0) /D ks = (ms 2/D)1/4

vacuo flexural wavenumber with  the mass per unit lengthms
and D the bending stiffness of the beam. The structural loss
factor  is introduced by considering the complex stiffnesss

. p is the acoustic pressure verifying theD b D (1 + j s)
Helmholtz equation, , where  is( + ka

2)p(x, z) = 0 ka = /ca
the acoustic wavenumber with  being the velocity of sound.ca

The acoustic medium is assumed to be undamped and ka
is consequently real-valued. The coupling condition between
the beam and the fluid requires the equality of normal veloci-
ties on the beam, , where  denotesØp(x, 0)/Øz = ma

2u(x) ma
the mass per unit volume of the fluid. We denote the fluid-
loaded flexural wavenumber by k. Substitution of a propagat-
ing displacement  and the related pressureu(x) = u0e−jkx

 (see Fig. 1 for the notation) intop(x, z) = p0e−jkx−j(ka
2−k2)1/2z

previous equations leads to the dispersion equation in k,

                 (6)(ks
4 − k4) = j ma

ms ks
4(ka

2 − k2 )−1/2.

Figure 1. Radiation of a single travelling flexural wave.

This well known equation has five roots.11,12 Under heavy
fluid loading, the distinction between travelling and evanes-
cent waves is not clear and we shall limit our study to light
fluid loading. In this case, two solutions of Eq. (6) are near
field roots. One is a travelling subsonic root called a surface
wave and two are subsonic or supersonic travelling roots.
Since our energy fields are built with travelling wave contri-
butions, evanescent solutions are not to be considered here.
The last two roots are closed to the in vacuo flexural wave-
number  when the fluid loading is light, and only one isks
physically acceptable due to the sign of their imaginary parts.
Finally, the surface wave solution that is closed to the acous-
tic wavenumber does not radiate any power since the corre-
sponding wave in the fluid exponentially decreases with z.
Furthermore, under light fluid loading, its contribution to the
structural energy is expected to be negligible compared to
that of the other acceptable travelling waves. The surface
wave is consequently neglected in the following analysis.
Only one solution, called a leaky wave when it is supersonic,
is thus studied.

According to the propagating form of the pressure
, the acoustic wave is radiated in the directionp0e−jkx−j(ka

2−k2)1/2z

defined by the angle  with the normal to the beam (seerad
Fig. 1)

                         (7)rad = arcsin R(k)
ka

,

with R being the real part. The radiated acoustic wave propa-
gates only when , implying that the flexural waveska >R(k)
are supersonic. This occurs when the frequency is above the
critical frequency  of the fluid-loaded beam.c i ca

2(ms/D)1/2

We now focus on systems above the critical frequency.
The time-averaged intensity carried by the radiated wave

can be written

Ia(x, z) = 1
2 R[p(x, z)v&(x, z)] =

      (8)
p0

2

2ma
R [kx + (ka

2 − k2)1/2z]e2I(k)x+2I(ka
2−k2)1/2z,

where  denotes the velocity of the fluid, v = grad (p/jma ) &

the complex conjugate and I the imaginary part. The radiated
power  is the component of  normal to the beam (atPrad Ia

),z = 0

              (9)Prad(x) =
p0

2

2ma
R[(ka

2 − k2)1/2 ]e2I(k)x.
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The time-averaged total energy density  of the flexuralWs
wave is assumed to be twice the kinetic energy density,

. Using the coupling condition,Ws(x) = 1
2 ms

2u0
2e2I(k)x

, the radiated power is expressedma
2u0 = −j(ka

2 − k2)1/2p0
in terms of the energy density of the flexural wave,

           (10)Prad(x) = ma
ms R[(ka

2 − k2)−1/2 ]Ws(x) .

The magnitude of the boundary sources  involved in the
acoustic medium description following Eqs. (4) and (5) is
given by . Their directivity is given by the angle  inPrad rad
Eq. (7). Equation (10) shows that at any point of the x, a part
of the flexural intensity is radiated. Consequently, the power
balance Eq. (1) for the fluid-loaded beam becomes divH +

. Expressed in terms of loss factors and en-Pdiss +Prad = S
ergy density, one obtains , wheredivH + ( s + rad) Ws = S

 is the damping loss factor of the beam and  the radia-s rad
tion loss factor given by

                   (11)rad = ma
ms R[(ka

2 − k2)−1/2 ] .

Above the critical frequency, fluid coupling effects on
flexural waves appear like damping with a loss factor .rad

3.2. Energy Description of the Coupled System
Consider a simply-supported beam of length l excited at

the abscissa point  by a transverse force, and radiating in ax0
semi-infinite acoustic medium. Since there is a single driving
point, the first term of Eq. (4) (respectively Eq. (5)) is

 (respectively ). In addition, since0/2Gs(x0, x) 0/2 Hs(x0, x)
the beam is one-dimensional, integrals over  reduce to aØ
sum of two terms. The energy density  in the beam and theWs
corresponding intensity vector  becomeIs

   (12)
 

 
 
 
 

Ws(x) = 0
2 Gs(x0, x) + 1Gs(0, x) + 2Gs(l, x) ;

Is(x) = 0
2 Hs(x0, x) + 1Hs(0, x) + 2Hs(l, x) ,

where  is the time-averaged power being injected into the0
beam by the point force,  and  are the magnitudes of the1 2
boundary sources at both ends of the beam (Fig. 2), and Gs
and  are the energy and intensity solutions Eq. (3) forHs
plane waves. As discussed in the previous section, the fluid
coupling acts as damping on the beam and the loss factor rad
from Eq. (4) is introduced in the solutions Eq. (3) which
leads to

Gs(x1, x2) = e−( s+ rad) |x1−x2|/cs

2cs
and

    (13)Hs(x1, x2) = e−( s+ rad) |x1−x2|/cs

2 sgn (x2 − x1)x ,

where  is the energy velocity of flexural waves, and x is thecs
unit vector oriented from left to right along the beam as
shown in Fig. 2.

The acoustic energy  at any point M is describedWa(M)
using Eq. (4) with no direct contribution since there is no
acoustic source present,

          (14)Wa(M) = ¶
0

l

rad(P, uPM)Ga(P, M)dP ,

where  is the acoustic boundary source located atrad(P, uPM)
the point P and radiating in the direction . The point PuPM
belongs on the beam, .  is the energy solution0 < x < l Ga
Eq. (3) for cylindrical waves

                       (15)Ga(P, M) = e− a PM/ca

2 caPM ,

where  is the damping loss factor of the fluid.a

Figure 2. Energy flow formulation: notations and predicted pattern
of the radiated field.  and  are the three sources providing1, 2 0
power for the beam.

3.3. Solution of the Coupled System
The beam problem is solved first. Simply-supported

boundary conditions for the beam imply that the structural in-
tensity vanishes at both ends, . Using Eq. (12)Is(0) = Is(l) = 0
for , the boundary source magnitudes  are found to beIs 1, 2

  and  1 = 0
2

e−( s+ rad) x0/cs

1 − e−2( s+ rad) l/cs 2 = 0
2

e−( s+ rad) (l−x0)/cs

1 − e−2( s+ rad) l/cs
.

(16)

For a transverse force F applied at the beam axis location
  is usually calculated according to the relationshipx0, 0

 which represents the infinite in vacuo0 = F2ks/(8ms )
beam injected power.

In order to solve the acoustic medium problem, one needs
to express the boundary sources  of Eq. (14). The direc-rad
tivity of these sources depends on the direction of propaga-
tion of the flexural energy as shown in the previous section.
Consequently, the integral Eq. (14) is split into two terms
corresponding to each propagation direction. Quantities due
to the propagation from left to right are noted with a super-
script + and from right to left with a superscript . The radi-−
ated power within the angle  defined in Eq. (7) is due+ rad
to the flexural energy Ws

+(x) = 0/2Gs(x0, x)Y(x −x0) + 1 %
  travelling from left to right, and the radiated powerGs(0, x)

within the angle  is due to the flexural energy − rad Ws
−(x) =

 travelling from right to0/2Gs(x0, x)Y(x0 −x) + 2Gs(l, x)
left. In these relationships,  is the Heaviside step functionY(x)
and .Ws(x) = Ws

+(x) +Ws
−(x)

Due to the single angle of radiation, the directivity of the
acoustic boundary sources  is expressed in termsrad

! (P, uPM)
of a Dirac function,  where  denotes the angle be-( " rad)
tween the normal to the beam and the vector . One mayuPM
thus write . The radiatedrad

! (P, uPM) = rad
! (P) ( " rad)

power from Eq. (10) is equal to the integral of the intensity
emanating from the source  through a half circlerad

! (P, uPM)
of radius ,
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       (17)Prad
! (P) = ¶

− /2

/2

rad
! (P) ( " rad)Ha( ) d ,

where  with  coming from Eq. (15). When Ha = caGa Ga
tends to 0, the magnitude of the boundary sources is
obtained, . Then, using Eq. (10), expres-Prad

! (P) = rad
! (P)/2

sions for  are derived,  andrad
! (P) rad

! (P) = 2 rad Ws
!(P)

the acoustic energy density Eq. (14) becomes

Wa(M) = ¶
0

l

2 rad Ws
+(P) ( − rad)Ga(P, M)dP +

        (18)¶
0

l

2 rad Ws
−(P) ( + rad)Ga(P, M)dP .

Using the geometrical relationship,  ford / cos = dP/MP
changing  by , and substituting Eq. (15) for , the inte-dP d Ga
gral Eq. (18) becomes

Wa(M) = ¶
(0,M)

(l,M)

rad Ws
+(P) e− a PM/ca

ca cos ( − rad)d +

      (19)¶
(0,M)

(l,M)

rad Ws
−(P) e− a PM/ca

ca cos ( + rad)d ,

where  and  denote the angles between the nor-(0, M) (l, M)
mal to the beam and the vectors from each end of the beam to
the point M. Considering the Dirac functions, both integrals
become discrete,

Wa(M) = rad Ws
+(P+) e− a P+M/ca

ca cos rad
+

                     (20)rad Ws
−(P−) e− a P−M/ca

ca cos rad
.

 denotes the only point of the beam that radiates to-P+

wards M within the angle  and  within the angle + rad P−

 These points  and  may be located within or out-− rad. P+ P−

side the limits of the beam. In the latter case, their respective
energy contribution must cancel in Eq. (20).

A geometrical analysis of this situation shows that the
acoustic medium is separated into three areas as shown in
Fig. 2. The double area is the area where M is affected by
both flexural waves + and ; both points  and  are lo-− P+ P−

cated within the limits of the beam. The simple areas include
beams of rays radiated from one wave. Finally, no radiated
ray reaches any point M in the shadow areas, both points P+

and  being located outside the limits of the beam. Further-P−

more, when the radiating point is located on the left of the
excitation point, , then  is due to the left boundaryx < x0 Ws

+

source  only, and  is due to both the right boundary1 Ws
−

source  and the direct source . When the radiating point2 0
is located on the right of the excitation point, , then x > x0 Ws

+

is due to both the left boundary source  and the direct1
source , and  is due to the right boundary source 0 Ws

− 2
only. These steps in the energies  and  are responsibleWs

+ Ws
−

for some additional discontinuities in the acoustic field
within the single and double areas.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Numerical results from both the solution of the equations
of motion and the integral energy flow formulation are now
compared. Assume a beam 1 metre long, excited by a trans-
verse force of  at the beam axis location . The1N x0 = 0.25m
frequency is above the critical frequency of the fluid-loaded
beam  and there are about 30 flexural wave-( / c = 3.4)
lengths along the beam. The structure is undamped ( )s = 0
in order to emphasise the energy exchanges between the
beam and the fluid. The fluid is also undamped ( ). Thea = 0
ratio of the fluid density to the mass per unit length of the
beam is .ma/ms = 8, 6m−1

Energy flow results are compared with exact results aver-
aged over one-third octave frequency bands. The exact re-
sults are obtained with a direct numerical simulation. The
classical governing equations for a fluid-loaded beam with a
continuity condition at the interface have been solved with a
collocation method applied to the attached boundary formu-
lation. No physical assumption has been introduced to sim-
plify the problem. The Green’s function involved for the
acoustic pressure verifies the baffle condition outside the
beam so that it is necessary just to discretise the beam. In-
deed, this direct numerical simulation was computationally
expensive. This is the reason why we have limited this study
to a two-dimensional problem.

Figure 3 shows the averaged energy density along the
beam. The thin line results from the solution of the equations
of motion while the bold lines come from the energy flow
calculation using Eqs. (12) and (16). The energies  propa-Ws

+

gating from left to right (dashed line) and  from right toWs
−

left (dotted line) are also plotted.

Figure 3. Flexural energy density in the beam, by solving equations
of motion with thin lines, and by the energy flow approach with
bold lines. Energy flow results for energies travelling in each direc-
tion are plotted with bold dashed and dotted lines. The excitation is
located at the beam axis location .x0 = 0.25 m

The decrease of these energies is due to losses produced
by the radiation. The good agreement between the two calcu-
lations proves that the fluid coupling effects on the structural
energy behaviour have been taken into account well by the
energy flow approach.
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In Fig. 4 the maps of the acoustic energy field obtained
by the two calculations are shown. The energy flow solution
is based on Eq. (20). The beam is located at , betweenz = 0m
the beam axis values  and . The structuralx = −0.5m x = 0.5m
excitation in the frame of the acoustic medium is located at
the beam axis location . Several distinct areas ofx = −0.25m
sound radiation can be identified clearly on both maps. En-
ergy levels inside each area depend on the spatial variations
of the flexural energies. This explains the two lines of dis-
continuity emanating from the excitation point (at the beam
axis location  on these maps) and due to disconti-x = −0.25m
nuities in the flexural energies  and  at  (see Fig. 3).Ws

+ Ws
− x0

Figure 4. Acoustic energy density maps by solving equations of
motion (a) and by the energy flow approach (b). The beam is lo-
cated at , between beam axis locations  andz = 0 m x = −0.5 m

. The structural excitation in the present graphs is locatedx = 0.5 m
at the beam axis location .x = −0.25 m

Figures 5-7 compare values of the acoustic energy along
lines parallel to the beam, at ,  and .z = 0.1m z = 0.4m z = 1m
The results obtained from the solution of the equations of
motion are plotted with thin lines, while energy flow results
are plotted with bold lines. Good agreement between the re-
sults of the two calculations is observed and the interpreta-
tion of energy variations may be easily performed in terms of
radiated areas predicted by the energy flow formulation. In
particular, the several discontinuities and variations in the
acoustic energy are simply explained using the flexural en-
ergy variations of Fig. 3.

Figure 5. Acoustic energy along the line parallel to the beam at
. The result from the solving of equations of motion is plot-z = 0.1 m

ted with the thin line while the energy flow result is plotted with the
bold line.

Figure 6. Acoustic energy along the line parallel to the beam at
. The result from the solving of equations of motion is plot-z = 0.4 m

ted with the thin line while the energy flow result is plotted with the
bold line.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The integral energy flow method has been investigated
for structure-acoustic coupling above the critical frequency.
The approach is based on two main assumptions: firstly, vi-
bration fields are composed of travelling waves. This means
that evanescent and inhomogeneous waves are not consid-
ered, which limits our study to the cases of light fluid loading.
Furthermore, this implies that the energy fields are incor-
rectly described near discontinuities. Secondly, waves are as-
sumed to be uncorrelated, which corresponds to a high fre-
quency assumption.

For the simple case of an elastic beam radiating in a two-
dimensional acoustic medium, the energy flow approach is
shown to give the frequency-averaged values of the exact en-
ergy fields. By use of realistic directivities of power sources,
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non-diffuse flexural and acoustic energy fields are spatially
described and the energy flow analysis provides a simple ex-
planation of the pattern of the radiated acoustic energy field.

Figure 7. Acoustic energy along the line parallel to the beam at
. The result from the solving of equations of motion is plot-z = 1 m

ted with the thin line while the energy flow result is plotted with the
bold line.

Although the present study is performed on a simple ca-
nonical problem, one must stress that the energy flow ap-
proach is easily applicable to more complex systems13,14 (in
particular, three-dimensional geometries). The acoustic radia-
tion of vibrating structures below the critical frequency is due
to diffraction effects that may be accounted for by the energy
flow approach15. These diffraction effects occur above the
critical frequency too, but they have been neglected in this
analysis because they are far less efficient than the radiation
from supersonic flexural waves. However, they may be im-
portant to predict acoustic energy fields in shadow areas, for
example.
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